
Overview

Although less common than awnings and canopies on commercial buildings, balconies and galleries also have 
historic precedent in Hammond.  The term balcony refers to second floor porches that are cantilevered from 
the facade without supporting columns below while the term gallery describes those second floor porches 
which are supported by posts or columns extending to the ground.  The Bank of Hammond was constructed 
with small iron railed balconies while some buildings featured full-width balconies and still others had full-width 
galleries.  The sparing existence of these features in no way compared to the abundance of galleries and 
balconies found in New Orleans’ French Quarter.  Such a density of balconies and galleries and their familiar 
wrought iron and lacy cast iron railings is contrary to the historic character of Hammond and is not to be 
imitated.  No balcony or gallery should be added where there is not clear documentation that one existed in 
the historic period.

On Hammond’s residential buildings porches are as common as in any Southern town.  They wrap Queen 
Anne houses, yawn out from bungalows, and stretch neatly across the fronts of vernacular cottages.  These 
functional accoutrements are an undeniable part of the district’s residential character.  Nevertheless, adding 
a porch or an entrance to a prominent elevation where none existed historically is inappropriate as is creating 
a false historical appearance through the application of non-original decorative elements or features.  Railings 
that must be added for safety purposes must be closely based on historic precedents.  Reconstruction of a 
missing porch, entrance, or balcony requires accurate evidence of the original configuration and detail.  If 
such documentation does not exist or if reconstruction is not desired, a contemporary design that is compatible 
with the historic building in height, proportion, roof shape, material, texture, scale, detail, and color is 
appropriate.

Because the non-historic enclosure of a front porch or balcony alters the historic character of a building so 
significantly, it is never considered appropriate in the district.  For the same reason the enclosure of side or rear, 
porches is discouraged.  However, the use of screens or glass storm panels behind or inset between railings, 
posts, and columns as was done on many porches historically is appropriate.  

Sustainability Note

The use of screens or storm glass on a porch can increase its functionality and contribution to climate control 
of the rest the house.  Such applications are encouraged as long as they do not detract from the historic 
features of the porch and are installed in a reversible manner.  Likewise, the installation of fabric awnings over 
porch bays is encouraged as long as they do not damage historic fabric and have a historically appropriate 
appearance.  The installation of metal awnings on porches is not permitted.  See awning section for further 
discussion.
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Care and Maintenance

Appropriate ways to preserve balconies, galleries, and porches include the following, but always check with 
the Administrative Officer of the Historic District Commission to see if your work will require a COA.

• Maintain the slope of the floor and the steps to ensure that water does not collect but runs off.

• Maintain a sound paint film on all elements that were traditionally painted.

• Check the condition of all wooden elements regularly for signs of water damage or rot.

• Keep wooden joinery adequately sealed to avoid moisture damage.

• Inspect masonry piers or foundation walls regularly for signs of deterioration or moisture damage.
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GUIDELINES FOR BALCONIES, GALLERIES, & PORCHES

1. Historic balconies, galleries, and porches must 
be retained and preserved.

2. All architectural features that are character 
defining elements of balconies, galleries, and 
porches including piers, columns, pilasters, bal-
ustrades, rails, steps, brackets, soffits, and trim 
must be retained and preserved.

3. Wooden elements should be repaired by 
patching, splicing, consolidating, or otherwise 
reinforcing deteriorated sections.

4. If replacement of a balcony, gallery, or porch 
feature is determined by a preservation profes-
sional to be necessary, replacement must be 
limited to only the deteriorated element.  Any 
replacement must match the original in size, 
scale, proportion, material, texture, and detail.  

5. Historic balconies, galleries, and porches mate-
rial, such as flooring, ceiling board, lattice, and 
trim, must be retained and preserved whenev-
er possible.  If replacement is determined by a 
preservation professional to be necessary, new 
material that matches the historic materials in 
dimension, shape, color, pattern, and texture 
must be used.  Substitute composition materi-
als may be considered with the submission of 
a sample, but the original material type (wood 
or other) is always preferred and must always 
be considered first.  Applications for use of al-
ternative materials must present a comparison 
with the use of the original material type (wood 
or other) and reasons for selecting a different 
material.

6. If a historic balcony, gallery, or porch is com-
pletely missing, any replacement must be ei-

ther based on documentation of the historic 
design or be a new design compatible with 
the historic character of the building in height, 
proportion, roof shape, material, texture, scale, 
detail, and color.

7. The introduction of features to assist people 
with disabilities must be reversible and must not 
diminish or damage the original design or ma-
terials of the porch or entrance. (See Life Safety 
and Accessibility section for more information.)

8. Enclosure of front balconies, galleries, or porch-
es with solid walls or other non-historic designs is 
not permitted.

9. Installation of screens or glass storm windows 
on porches must not obscure or damage his-
toric features and must be compatible with his-
toric designs.

10. Enclosure of side or rear porches, galleries and 
balconies visible from the public way is dis-
couraged. If enclosure of a side or rear porch 
is required for a new use, the enclosure must 
be designed so the historic character and fea-
tures of the porch are preserved.

11. Addition of elements or details to a balcony, 
gallery, or porch in an attempt to create false 
historical appearance is not permitted.

12. Replacement of wooden porch floors or steps 
with concrete or brick ones is not permitted.

13. The addition of new balconies, galleries, or 
porches to primary elevations where none pre-
viously existed is not permitted.


